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Abstract—With the rapid development of computer software,
making the complexity of the software system increased
dramatically, the inevitable cost of testing resources is also
increasing. Under the conditions of limited resources, how to
better find the balance between resource consumption and
reliability obtains more and more people’s attention.
Optimization of test resource allocation (OTRAPs) involves
finding the optimal reliability, cost, etc. Therefore, the traditional
test resource allocation optimization problem is a multi-objective
optimization problem. In recent years, many effective algorithms,
such as MOEA/D[15] and other famous algorithms, and achieved
good results. However, the shortcomings of these algorithms are
the use of a single operator and fixed neighborhood size, although
the operator is not adapted to each search stage and small
neighborhood size can accelerate convergence and big
neighborhood size can get rid of the local optimal solution, The
algorithm (DS-MAB-MOEA/D) we proposed based on the Multiarmed Bandit principle to adaptively select the excellent operator
and neighborhood size in the pool during the different stages of
evolution. Considering the retention of Pareto set’s diversity, this
paper embeded distance sorting algorithm in DS-MAB-MOEA/D
algorithm and applies it to 16-module system, Experiments show
that the algorithm is better than the MOEA / D algorithm.
Keywords—computer software; software test resource
allocation; multi-objective optimization; multi-armed bandit;
moea/d

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ariane 5 rocket development costs up to 8 billion US
dollars, but it exploded in 40 seconds after the launch, the
cause of the accident is a BUG in positioning software. From
this we can see how important the software testing is. But,
software testing is also time and resource consuming. For
example, When Microsoft developed Internet Explorer 4.0
version, the development phase took six months, while the
latter part of the bug recovery took nearly eight months. With
problem how to improve the reliability of a software system,
Ohtera and Yamada et al. systematically describe test resource
allocation problems (OTRAPs) [1]. Considering the high
consumption of human and material resources in the testing
stage, how to allocate resources effectively under the condition
of limited resources to get higher reliability and lower resource
consumption, which seems to be a multi-objective optimization
problem. Usually a software system has a lot of different
modules, in order to improve software reliability and reduce
resource consumption, each module should be allocated a
reasonable test resources. Hou et al. demonstrate that a

reasonable optimization scheme can effectively improve the
reliability of software systems and reduce resource
consumption[4]. In recent years, there are many excellent
algorithms have been proposed, such as: MOEA / D multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, the algorithm get a good
application in the field of resource allocation [2], [3],[9],[10]
but the disadvantage of these algorithm is very sensitive to the
choice of the operator to solve the problem of resource
allocation . Faced a multi-objective optimization problem, a
single operator is often not suitable for the entire search process,
hence the realization of dynamic operator selection is an urgent
problem to be solved. And the uniformity of Pareto optimal
front hardly can be guaranteed by the operator selection
method simply. In this paper, the crowding sorting method is
used to ensure the uniformity of the optimal Pareto front.
II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In order to prove the reliability of the algorithm, complex
16-module system are applied to the proposed algorithm. The
resources mentioned in the resource cost of the software testing
phase include: manpower, available time, and total budget. In
order to combine manpower and available time, we refer to the
product of total number of people and the working hours of
each person as total test time. We first test the cost and
reliability as two optimization goals, and then time consuming
as a third optimization goals.
The work we do is based on the above assumptions:


Each module is independent of each other, whether in
the development stage or in the unit testing phase.



During the software testing phase, for all modules, the
errors are randomly caused by the remaining errors in
the software.



The number of failures of any module i satisfies the
non-homogeneous Poisson process distribution (NHPP)
whose mean value is
function



mi  t 

i  t   dmi  t  / dt

or the failure strength
.

The total amount of available resources is a fixed value
T.

Thus, we describe the software test resource allocation
problem by assigning reasonable test resources to each module
in the case where the total amount of test resources is a fixed
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value T, resulting in acceptable software reliability, minimizing
test cost and minimized resource consumption.
III.

C 

SERIES AND PARALLEL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

n

Typical serial-parallel system is very common in the actual
software system, the general series and parallel system is a
combination of a number of parallel systems and series system,
the following out of the n parallel modules and m series
modules in series and parallel system diagram:

Where

n
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 C ( R ) indicates the total test overhead for
l 1 i 1
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n parallel modules,

 C ( R ) indicates the total test test for
j

j 1

j

m series modules.
IV. ADPTIVE OPERATOR AND NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE
SELECTION BASED MOEA/D FOR MULTI-OBJECTIVES
OTRAPS

FIGURE I. TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF A SERIES-PARALLEL
MODULAR SOFTWARE SYSTEM

Based on the SRGMs model, the mean function
 t
the fault sensitivity function i   are:

m i t 

and

m ( t )  a (1  e  b t ) 

 (t )  dm (t ) / dt  abe  bt 
Where a is the total number of failures in the software
before the test, and b is the effective sensitivity parameter for
each failure.
Hence the run-time reliability function:
R o p ( x | T )  ex p (   ( T ) x )  ex p (  a b xe  b T )



The reliability of the series-parallel system can be described
by the following function:
R(x |T ) 
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Where Ti represents the test time allocated to the i module,
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module,
then
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represents the reliability

In the past few decades, many evolutionary algorithms for
multi-objective optimization have been proposed. Schaffer's
proposed Vector Assessment Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) [5] is
the first multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. After that,
Pareto Archive Evolutionary Strategy (PAES)[6],and enhanced
version of the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II)[7].An important problem with evolutionary
algorithm is parameter setting and selection of evolutionary
operators and neighborhood size, none of the evolutionary
operators can be applied to each stage of evolution. The
common drawback of these algorithms is the use of a single
operator throughout the evolution.so we propose an algorithm
based on MAB to select operator and PM to select
neighborhood size during the search process, considering the
uniformity of the Pareto optimal set, we embed the distance
sorting algorithm into the DS-MAB-MOEA/D algorithm.
A. Adaptive Operator Selection of Multi-Arms Bandit
The choice of the operator is actually an instance of EvE,
and we should choose as many as possible which perform good
(exploration), but at the same time we should give chances to
the poorly performing operators because these poorly
performing operators are likely in the future search stage will
have a good performance (exploration), we regard each
operator as a separate arm, in order to get better improvement
of fitness, we must choose the best arm in real time.
The dynamic adaptive operator selection (AOS)
problem[10] mainly includes two aspects: credit allocation and
operator selection:
1) Credit Allocation:
The traditional credit allocation method is based on the
increase of the simple improvament of fitness value, because
the pre-period improvement of fitness value is significantly
higher than the late stage during the evolution, so this will not
be conducive to the robustness of the algorithm. Therefore, the
algorithm uses the adaptive value improvement rate (FIR)[14]
to allocate the operator's credit. FIR can be described as:

m



R

j

( x | T

function of n parallel modules,
reliability function of m series modules .
j  1

j

)

represents the

The total test cost of the series-parallel system can be
described as follows:



F IR

i ,t



p f i ,t  c f i ,t
p f i ,t
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G 1

p f i ,t
c f i ,t
Where
indicates the parental fitness value,
indicates offspring fitness value.

The Rewardi of the i-th operator is the sum of the FIR
values of the operator in the current sliding window, Then
introduce the decaying factor[14] D  [0 ,1] , so that the
performance of the operator can have more opportunities to be
selected.

Decayi  D Ranki  Re wardi 

The credit allocation function can be described as:
F R R i ,t 



D eca y i
K
j 1

D eca y j



2) Operator Selection
In this paper, we use the MAB algorithm selection operator
based on UCB algorithm[12]. The t-time operator selection
function can be described as:

S c,g 

Where



qˆ i , t  C

2  ln



j 1

n

Wc , g

n

qˆ

B. Adaptive Neighborhood Size Selection of Probability
Match
The size of the subproblem set is N. According to the
weight vector, find the T nearest neighbor subproblems for
each sub-problem i, then form a neighborhood set of the subproblem. we use the information of the neighborhood set of
sub-problem i to optimize the sub-problem i. Neighborhood
N S S  { N 1 , N 2 , ..., N k } contains k candidates.
size pool
This k candidates are different and sorted in ascending order,
and this k candidate has the same initial selection probability

pc ,and

p c  1 / k . The algorithm uses probability matching

to select the neighborhood size. The small neighborhood size
can make the search process converge rapidly and large
neighborhood size can make the algorithm get rid of the local
optimality. The neighborhood size selection probability uses
the following update methods[16]:
p

c ,G



S

c , g

C



c  1

S

c , g



g G  LP

  , c  1, ..., C ; G  L P

W c,g

,

is the total solutions produced by c-th neighborhood

W_

Sc , g
is the
population in the previous learning cycle.
number of the solutions which succeed in entering the next
generation. The  is to avoid zero probability.

C. Parameters Setting of DS-MAB-MOEA/D and MOEA/D
Assumes that there are 23 people to test the 16-module
serial-parallel system, the total working time of each person is
1000 hours, so the total available test time is 50000 hours, The
parameters of the 16 module test system refer[17], The
parameters of the DS-MAB-MOEA/D algorithm are set as
follows:
The control parameter for DE is: CR = 1.0; F =
0.5[11] ,The control parameters for the polynomial

p  1/ n [13].K = 0.5
mutation are set to:   20 , m
[10];



Where i , t is the empirical quality of the ith operator, i ,t
is the number of times the operator has been selected
throughout the search process,and C is a control factor
between exploitation and exploration.



W _ S c ,g

S

j ,t

n i ,t

g G  LP
G 1

Where LP is the learning cycle, c , g denotes the ratio of
solutions to the next generation produced by the c-th
neighborhood population in the previous learning cycle.


K





For both reliability and test cost two - objective
function optimization, the population of solutions is set
to 600. For the reliability, test cost and resource
consumption three target optimization, the population
of solutions is set to 1000;



The



Maximum number of solutions replaced by each new
solution: nr = 2;



Probability with regard to selecting p: δ = 0.9 as in [11];



Control parameters in MAB:



Scaling factor: C = 5.0.



Size of sliding window: W = 0.5 x N.



Decaying factor: D = 1.0.



Number of independent runs and maximum number of
function satisfiedations: 30 independent runs are
conducted for each algorithm on each test instance.
The maximum number of function evaluations is fixed
to be 300000;

neighborhood

pc  1/ k ,k=4,LP=50;

size

pool={20,40,60,80},

About MOEA / D algorithm parameters settings, in
addition to no set on the MAB, the other is completely
consistent with DS-MAB-MOEA/D.
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V.

COMPARISON OF DS-MAB/MOEA/D AND MOEA/D
BOTH USED ON 16-MODULES SYSTEM

To prove the validity of this article, we choose C [15] as
the index parameter and simulate 30 times. Compared with the
classical MOEA / D algorithm, and both algorithms have the
same population size and number of iterations. Table 1 is the
result of C parameters for comparison of DS-MAB-MOEA / D
and MOEA / D algorithm which are used on cost, reliability
and test time these three-objective optimization function. The
simulation results for the DS-MAB-MOEA / D Pareto solution,
which is dominates the Pareto solution of MOEA / D, are
highlighted in bold.

objective optimization problem using the MOEA / D
algorithm has been able to get enough good pareto front.

FIGURE II. SD-MAB-MOEA/D AND MOEA/D USED ON 16-MODULES
SERIES AND PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH BIO-OBJECTIVES

TABLE I. C(A,B)PERFORMANCE INDEX PARAMETER OF TRI-OBJECTIVE
PROBLEM
Number of
simulations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

C(A,B)

C(B,A)

0.99
0.85
0.81
0.99
0.12
0.776
0.733
0.02
0.92
0.83
0.77
0.97
0.6
0.89
0.72
0.98
0.87
0.80
0.966
0.11
0.94
0.97
0.89
0.99
0.97
0.006
0.536
0.85
0.94
0.98

0.003
0.04
0.006
0.003
0.5
0.03
0.03
0.86
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.003
0.003
0.02
0.02
0.006
0.006
0.03
0.006
0.54
0.01
0.006
0.01
0.006
0.003
0.93
0.006
0.02
0.01
0.006

From Table I we can see that the DS-MAB-MOEA / D
algorithm is used in the 16-module system to solve the three
optimization objective problem and the pareto solutions
obtained 86.7% dominates the MOEA / D algorithm and only
the 26th simulation results acts poor. The results show that the
DS-MAB-MOEA/ D algorithm is more likely to find lower
test time consumption and lower test cost with the same
reliability.

FIGURE III. SD-MAB-MOEA/D AND MOEA/D USED ON 16-MODULES
SERIES AND PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH BIO-OBJECTIVES

FIGURE IV. SD-MAB-MOEA/D AND MOEA/D USED ON 16-MODULES
SERIES AND PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH TRI-OBJECTIVES

From Fig. IV and Fig. V, we can see that SD-MABMOEA / D algorithm is obviously better the MOEA / D
algorithm in both function fitness and pareto frontal
distribution when the total resource consumption is added as
the third objective to slove, as seen in Table 1, 86.7% of the
pareto solutions obtained by the SD-MAB-MOEA / D
algorithm outperformed the pareto solutions obtained by the
MOEA / D algorithm.

FIGURE V. SD-MAB-MOEA/D AND MOEA/D USED ON 16-MODULES
SERIES AND PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH TRI-OBJECTIVES

From Fig. II and Fig. III, we can see that DS-MAB-MOEA
/ D algorithm and MOEA / D algorithm are respectively
applied to 16-module system to slove test cost and reliability
these two optimization objective problem. The performance of
the algorithm DS-MAB-MOEA / D is only slightly better than
the MOEA / D algorithm in the test cost value and the
distribution of the function. The reason is that the two-
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